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Cyndi Haynes and Dale Edwards got married shortly after writing Things to Do on a Date, They are also the authors of
Romantic Ideas, and Ways To Find, Attract, and Keep a Mate.

While the airline had financial issues prior to the September 11th terror attacks, it had been disproportionately
impacted as it had a large presence at the major airports in the Washington D. A total of 2, athletes from 77
different countries participated in 80 athletic events. Norway won the most gold medals and Germany, the
United States, and Canada came in second, third and fourth. The massive sporting event was hosted by South
Korea and Japan, making it the first World Cup to be held in more than one nation. It was also the first time
the World Cup was held somewhere other than Europe or the Americas. The team from Brazil defeated
Germany to win the final, becoming the first team to win five World Cups as well as being the only team to
win all of their matches. Kmart Corp becomes the largest retailer in American history to file for Chapter 11
bankruptcy protection. Bush "Axis of Evil" speech U. Bush makes his first public speech since taking office.
Bush makes one of the most memorable State of the Union Addresses of any president. In his annual
presidential speech he addressed the pressing problem of terrorism and the development of weapons used for
mass destruction. During the speech he also describes "regimes that sponsor terror" as an Axis of Evil, in
which he includes Iraq, Iran and North Korea. Iraq Iraq rejects new U. WorldCom files for Chapter 11
bankruptcy protection in the largest such filing in United States history U. United Airlines files for bankruptcy
protection U. Priests Indiscretion uncovered when files show major cover up for priests accused of abuse U.
Andrew Fastow former chief financial officer for Enron Corp is indicted on 78 counts of wire fraud, money
laundering, conspiracy and obstruction of justice. Forest fires in Colorado have destroyed nearly , acres of land
making them the worst in the states history. Carter was given the prize for dedicating his life promoting peace
and democracy, and working to advance human rights and social issues. He was active in advocating for
human rights and working as a mediator in international conflicts. He also established the Carter Center to
fight against social and economic injustice and was heavily involved in the affordable home-building charity,
Habitat for Humanity. Indonesia Terrorists detonate massive bombs in two nightclubs in Kuta, Bali, killing
and injuring over Spain The Prestige oil tanker sinks polluting more than a thousand beaches on the Spanish
and French coast. Netherlands Restrictions are further loosened for mercy killings and assisted suicide for
patients with unbearable, terminal illness in the Netherlands.
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Couples looking for romantic things to do in Sacramento, CA, should not miss a stroll through Old
Sacramento and a visit to the Leland Stanford Mansion State Historic Park, a beautiful mansion built in
Parents can take their kids to McKinley Park to have fun at the playground and enjoy a picnic in the park.
Crocker was a wealthy businessman who, along his wife, started the art collection in Eventually, that
collection led to a museum, which was established in The permanent collection includes works from
California, several pieces of American art, European paintings and drawings, international ceramics, and
African, Asian, and Oceanic art. The museum also offers several educational opportunities, studio classes, and
access to the Gerald Hansen Library. Crocker Art Museum 2. The numerous exhibits are truly fascinating, and
they focus on the history of railroads in California and the West. First opened in , the museum has a collection
consisting of 21 restored train cars and locomotives. The museum hosts exhibits throughout the year and they
also maintain educational programs like adult excursions and school trips. Their large library collection is
equally impressive. If you are looking for fun things to do in Sacramento with kids, the museum also offers a
variety of train rides. What to Do in Sacramento: The historic building dates back to , and the museum belongs
to the California state park system. The gardens around the building consist of 40 acres of shrubs and trees
from around the world, and there are several beautiful and compelling memorials. Visitors can view short
films in the theater and visit many of the restored offices. Group and school tours of the museum are available
as well as daily public tours. The museum features captivating exhibits such as a planetarium, a nature
discovery room, and a hands-on archaeology dig, among others. The Challenger Learning Center, an
interactive space mission simulator, is particularly popular. The museum focuses on education, and it offers
several different kinds of programs such as school field trips, after school programs, summer camps, and
homeschool programs. Private events like birthday parties, company meetings, and weddings can also be
scheduled at the museum. Powerhouse Science Center More: Things to Do in Sacramento: California
Automobile Museum Located on Front Street along the Sacramento River, the California Automobile
Museum has a collection of over beautifully restored classic cars on display in its large 72, square foot facility.
The collection includes classic cars, early models, hot rods, muscle cars, racecars, and many other kinds of
vehicles that automobile enthusiasts will love. Formerly known as the Towe Auto Museum, the California
Automobile Museum seeks to exhibit and preserve the history of the automobile by educating all the visitors
who stop by. Because many of the automobiles are on loan to the museum, the exhibits often change, so you
will never have the same experience twice. Group tours are available, and they are led by knowledgeable
docents. The museum is open every day. This neighborhood restaurant in Midtown Sacramento serves
delicious meals and provides outstanding service. Chef Adam Schulze chooses only the freshest meat,
vegetables, and seasonings from local farmers and growers in Sacramento Valley. The Waterboy has an
exquisite seasonal menu that is greatly influenced by the cuisines of Northern Italy and Southern France.
Diners will also appreciate great selections from a wine collection and a full bar of artisanal cocktails and
aperitifs. If you are looking for romantic date night ideas in Sacramento, this is a great place to try. The dessert
menu is equally impressive, and includes delights such as an affogato, different types of sorbets, and brown
butter gateau with summer berries. Old Sacramento Old Sacramento State Historic Park is a acre historic
district consisting of more than shops, restaurants, museums, and attractions. Everything is designed to call to
mind the time of the Transcontinental Railway and the California Gold Rush. Sitting along the Sacramento
River, Old Sacramento started to undergo restorations in the s. Today, it is listed as a State Historic Park as
well as a U. If you are wondering what to do in Sacramento to learn about the local history, this is a great
place to visit. There are many historic buildings in Old Sacramento along with several museums, including the
popular Sacramento History Museum. Visitors can take a cruise on historic riverboats, relax in a horse-drawn
carriage, and ride on an authentic train from times gone by. The zoo adheres to principles of conservation,
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education, and recreation. It also provides visitors with the opportunity to go on self-guided art tours, and they
welcome school field trips as well. The Sacramento Zoo is open every day of the week. It was built in just six
days by a group of more than 2, volunteers from the local community. These volunteers supplied all the
funding as well as the equipment and materials. Built in during the California Gold Rush, the mansion is listed
as a U. Some of the highlights you can find in the 19, square foot mansion include historic paintings,
gorgeously restored woodwork, sweeping 17 foot high ceilings, and elegant furnishings like gilded mirrors,
carved moldings, and refurbished carpets and drapes. Guided group tours and school field trip tours are
available, and the Leland Stanford Mansion is open every day. The restaurant is particularly unique as it is
mainly volunteers who are responsible for keeping everything running smoothly. The volunteers truly want to
be there, so the quality of the service is impeccable. The restaurant serves American cuisine in a lively
atmosphere where all the seats overlook the beautiful gardens. The menu changes weekly. The terrace at Casa
Garden has been a popular location for weddings and family celebrations for several generations in
Sacramento. Fun Things to Do in Sacramento: Fairytale Town Located on Land Park Drive near the
Sacramento Zoo, Fairytale Town has been entertaining and educating children for more than 50 years,
inspiring them with its 25 fairytale and nursery rhyme themed play sets. The petting zoo gives children the
exciting opportunity to get up close and personal with lambs, pigs, rabbits, and other animals. There are
several lush gardens, including the Alphabet Garden where each letter of the alphabet is represented by a
plant. Fairytale Town has two stages where performances such as concerts, movies, and storytelling take
place. Executive Chef Oliver Ridgeway infuses every meal with passion, and he has had a remarkable career.
Today, he brings his international experience to Sacramento, adding his individual style and flavor to the
menu of The Grange. He makes a point to always use local, fresh, and seasonal ingredients in his dishes. For
family celebrations, private meetings, or business occasions, Grange has a private dining room that
accommodates up to 20 people. An individually prepared prix-fixe menu is available for larger parties. One
Speed Located in the heart of East Sacramento, OneSpeed is a pleasant, relaxed neighborhood pizza joint with
an open kitchen and a small, well-stocked bar. OneSpeed serves simple Italian dishes made of fresh, seasonal
local ingredients, including antipastos and main courses, but the pizzas are the stars of their show. The veggies
come from farms, they smoke their own bacon, and make their own sausage in-house. Ask about their daily
specials. Their wine list is extensive and well-selected and they have a rotating range of craft beers on tap plus
a large number of bottled beers from all over the world. OneSpeed is a pleasant place to hang out with friends
and family while watching the kitchen and the magic that produces your meal. The Firehouse, Sacramento,
CA Situated in the heart of the old part of Sacramento, The Firehouse has been one of the favorite spots for
fine dining for 55 years. Every Tuesday, celebrated Sommelier Mario Ortiz leads a traditional wine tasting, an
activity that always attracts wine aficionados and casual wine drinkers alike. The Firehouse wine collection
includes around 16, carefully selected bottles from around the globe. Executive Chef Deneb Williams works
with local farmers, growers, and fishermen to ensure only the freshest ingredients are used for selections from
the seasonal menu. The Waffle Experience The Waffle Experience serves innovative waffle-inspired dishes
such as waffle sandwiches, waffle hamburgers and waffle salads prepared with fresh local ingredients and
hormone-free beef. There are nearly 30 waffle dishes on the menu, including an amazing peanut butter
chocolate waffle sandwich for kids. Today he adheres to a farm-to-fork concept and works closely with the
local farmers to ensure every dish is made with high quality fresh ingredients. He also sources fair trade
organic coffee beans from sustainable farms. Stop by for breakfast or lunch.
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More Articles February 19, After months of crushing on the man or woman of your dreams, you finally score
a date. Be late No one should have to wait at a bar for 20 minutes by themselves for a date. Punctuality is
always important, especially on the first date. Reduce your chances of a late arrival by departing earlier than
usual. Keep a lid on it unless it is relevant to the conversation. You may need a break from dating so you can
deal with your issues. Take the time to really listen to what he or she is saying. The first couple of dates will
help you decide whether to continue with the relationship or move on to someone more compatible. And that
means you give half-assed responses. That is not good. Tell your whole life story Save the intimate details for
later. Spill the beans Leave some things up to the imagination until later. Leave something to the imagination.
There will be plenty of time for that later. Forget your manners Practice good manners. That means practicing
the basics like not chewing with your mouth open, keeping elbows off the table , and resisting the urge to slurp
your soup. Push for intimacy Keep touching to a minimum. Listen to what he or she is saying and try your
best to focus on what is taking place during your date. Save the group outings for later on in your relationship.
Follow Sheiresa on Twitter SheiresaNgo.
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I found, and still find, Things to Do on a Date an excellent resource for planning a date. Granted, these may not be some
ideas you would want to do for a first, second, or even a third date, but after a while pizza, movies, and putt-putt get old.

Whatever works for you, works for me. Lounge around at home all day in front of your laptop and then go to
meet her without having done any talking beforehand. On your way to the first date, call up a couple friends
and talk with them for a while. Since first dates are mostly a talking affair, you want that part of your brain to
be ready. Being late by more than 15 minutes. If you really want to piss her off, try being late by more than If
she ever falls in love with you, it will be for your personality, for who you are, not for your height. Ogling at
the beautiful girl that just went by. Both body and mouth odors are big turnoffs. Get a mouth freshener if you
must. Wear a cologne you like. It makes a HELL of a statement. God save men with uncut nails, torn or faded
jeans, and wearing flip flops to first dates. Women pay attention to these things to know how well you take
care of yourself. Why you hate your friends. Why your country is going to the dogs. Why does it have to rain
on the night you both met. Why your job sucks. Why you have no time for yourself. Why you hate her friends.
Why the place she is from is horrible. Why she had to meet you on this rainy night. Why her job sucks. Why
she has no time for herself. How you have friends everywhere, in the best bars, clubs, and companies. How
you bought a new place that has a private pool and Jacuzzi. How you gifted yourself a Bugatti. How you have
the best job in town. How you are the best person she would ever have the chance to date. Lose your temper
easily. It may be that you got a really bad waiter. Or maybe she was late for the date. Trying to guess her every
move. Asking too many questions. A date is not an interview. Switch to making statements instead.
Statements reveal bits of your personality and allow you to flirt rather than just exchange useless information.
Making statements does not mean talking about you, you, and you. It tells her you are full of yourself. Listen
to what she has got to say, too. A good rule of thumb is to listen as much as you talk, if not more. Unless you
are an accomplished pick-up artist, women can spot fake confidence and mannerisms in a second. Why not try
being yourself and see if she likes you that way?
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We simply met at his house, and talked from our hearts for an entire rainy afternoon. If, that is, you could call
that a date at all. Some might contest the term. However, some version of that conversation has been going on
for 13 years now, and that first date ended up leading to the rest of my life. What Makes a Great First Date? So
what makes a great first date? Is it what you do that counts? What you talk about? You might not be able to
wine and dine the date of your dreams. Being limited by your budget often forces you to come up with ideas
that are original and, even better, a lot of fun. And approaching your first date with a desire to make a real
connection with the other person is, I think, just as important as what you decide to do. If you need some
creative and, most importantly, cheap ideas for your next first date, then hopefully you can find some
inspiration in these ideas. But we get in free, and get tickets to all the special events. This can pay for itself in
no time. Do Art Together Do you have clay? If you have art supplies, why not hang out at your house or
apartment and make some art together? Buy some cheap take out, put on some great music, and make a night
of it. If you love cartoons, why not hang out at your house, in your pajamas, and watch cartoons together?
They never get personal walks like that, and doling out love to a needy dog is a wonderful activity to do with
someone. Go Inner Tubing Live near a river? Make Homemade Pizza Instead of going out, why not make
your own pizza at home? Yes, this includes making the dough as well. You might be surprised at how much
better homemade pizza is! Wii Olympics Tag teaming on the Nintendo Wii is a fun and free way to spend time
together. This works especially well for double dates. See who can find the most outrageous or hideous outfit.
You have to change into the outfit and take pictures. Go Rollerskating You can often save big on rollerskating
if you go during the week. Of course you can always skate outside for free in the park as well. Go to a
Carnival Carnivals can get pricey. You can also forgo the rides in favor of elephant ears, and a blanket for
people watching. Bring a blanket, bug spray, and a telescope if you have one. Face Paint Water-based face
paint is cheap, especially if you have any left over from Halloween. Go to a Comedy Club Comedy clubs can
either be a blast, or a dud. You could also go see an improv group, which can be incredibly fun as well. Go
Rock Climbing If you live near a climbing gym, this can be a super fun activity to do on a first date. Rates are
cheaper during the week, and if your date is afraid of heights, just stick to bouldering! Play at Target I love
doing this. Head over to Target or any other retail store later in the evening. Play with the toys, peruse the
books, and play hide-and-seek. Walk Dogs Do you have a dog? Does your date have a dog? Go walk your
dogs! Finish up at a local coffee shop for a treat. Go on a Movie Marathon Pick a theme on Netflix: Make a
huge tub of popcorn and start your movie marathon. Play Night Games I can remember all too well playing
ghosts in the graveyard and capture the flag at night when I was a kid. Play Paper Dolls Before you roll your
eyes at this one, let me say this: And this group includes an equal mix of guys and gals. Many of our dolls
look more like works of art. What do we do? By the end, the dolls look more like outrageous runway models.
One of my friends brought her first date to one of our paper doll making sessions just a few weeks ago. And
yet he fell into making his paper doll with excitement and a sense of fun. And you know what? There are also
plenty of places to search for retaurant discounts and coupons in your area. What are some of your favorite
ideas for a first date?
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That only applies if you are looking to hook up with someone. If that is the case, go for it. But since we are
thinking this is a first date and you like the guy and want to see him again, you might want to steer clear from
asking him over just yet. What we mean by showing him you do not want the date to end is by extending it
another way. Ask if he wants another round of beer or if he wants to go check out this new music hall that
opened up. Showing him that you are having fun and do not want the night to end yet, will boost his
confidence and know you are really enjoying yourself while around him. After all, the whole point of a first
date is to learn more about the other person. Really tell him what makes you excited about life. Do you work
with animals at the local shelter on your free time? Do you babysit your young cousin over the weekends
because you love how she makes you feel like a kid again? Are you always caught with your head in a book at
night? Whatever it is that makes you tick, talk about it. Show this guy that you have interests and that you take
them seriously. Like break dancing or speaking another language. This will open up to plenty of other fun
conversation and you appear open and honest, which is a very attractive trait in a mate. There will be no
hooking up here. If you want to see him again and possibly make this thing into a relationship, you will stay as
far from his apartment as possible. Get to know each other on an emotional level first, before you even think
about getting cozy physically. He wants you to be the girl he can take home to mom, not just the girl he can
take home to his bed. We totally understand that. And on a date when you are already so nervous and the
drinks are pouring, it is hard not to go crazy. However, try to refrain from downing that third drink. You want
to appear focused, confident, and not completely tanked. And no guys wants to think about having you puke
all over him. He wants a girl who knows her limits and is not afraid to pass on another glass of wine when
needed. Save the getting sloshed nights when you are officially dating. Right now you are looking to keep
your head clear. You do not want to say the wrong things or act like a complete loose canon. So be smart with
your drinking and the date will go smoothly. And we know you might like salad, and you might not want to
feel bloated the next day, but we also know how much you love a good burger. And now the two of you are at
one of the best burger joints in town. Order the damn burger and be done with it. He will actually like how
outgoing and fun you are. Chances are, he will probably still be thinking about that well after the date is over.
So go with it on this date. Laugh, have fun, and just be plain silly for a moment or two. Linger around your car
and tell him how you would love to do it again sometime or how you wish it did not have to end. Give him
one last confidence boost at the end of the night so he will know you really did have fun and that you really do
want him to call you again. Be sincere with your words and express your enthusiasm your way. Touch his arm
to provide some instant contact and he will be sure to get the picture. He will be thinking of you the whole
drive back to his apartment and well after, which means you will probably get a text from him that night,
maybe even a follow up the next day. And pretty soon, the two of you will be planning your second date.
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